
Dear BioNova® Partners &
Customers,
 

This month's BioNova® Newsletter is full of 
interesting information and beautiful pictures of 
BioNova® Projects from all over the world.

 
First we want to present to you a BioNova® NSP in 
Spain. This facility has crystal clear water, beautiful 
vegetation in the regeneration zone, a gorgeous view 
and a stylish sun terrace for relaxation after swimming 
- there's nothing left to be desired!
As usual, we will also introduce you to one of our 
GermanBioNova® Partners in detail, the company 
Högl & Mandlmeyer.

 
For those who already own a BioNova® NSP and enjoy swimming in 100% chemical-free water, we want 
to focus on the question "to what extent do external factors influence the biology of the NSP ecosystem?" 
Therefore we will also cover a topic that's on every NSP owner's mind: algae. What are algae? How can 
we keep algae at bay? And is it really true that algae grow in every NSP?
Clear water is not only the foundation of a pleasant swimming experience - it's also a measure of safety 
in the NSP. NSP safety is not just measured by water quality, however. There are several other things you 
can do to increase safety for you and your family. Please don't forget about your legal responsibility to 
maintain safety! We tried to compile the most important facts on this topic in this Newsletter, but of 
course every country, county, and/or municipality has its own regulations. Please do not hesitate to 
contact your local BioNova® Partner if you have any questions about this very important topic!
 
When speaking with our clients we recognized that there are a few questions nearly every customer 
asks, so we decided to answer the most frequently asked questions in this Newsletter.
 
As with every month, we'll conclude our Newsletter by presenting an interesting BioNova® 
Project - this month we'll tell you about a small private NSP in Germany that fits 
perfectly with its garden surroundings.
 
 
Enjoy reading!
 
Rainer Grafinger, Christine Schoeck, 
Andrea Enseleit, Stephanie & Jusuf Rifatov
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Project of the Month
 

Near the Spanish town of Girona, in 
the northeast of Catalonia, the local 
BioNova® Partner Company Termainox 
built a Natural Swimming Pool that leaves 
nothing to be desired. Our Partners from 
Spain sent us lots of pictures - all of them are 
so breathtakingly beautiful that we could 
hardly decide which one of them to use for this 
Newsletter!

 
The NSP is designed like a traditional swimming 
pool. The concrete walls of the swimming basin 
are covered with Portuguese granite. The 

swimming area is 80 square meters (861 sq ft) with 
an infinity edge overlooking the beautiful Spanish landscape.
 
The deepwater zone, where the underwater plants grow, is located in the same basin. A wall that ends 
just below the surface of the water separates the planted deepwater zone from the plant-free swimming 
area. These deepwater plants not only help to clean the water, they also support the ecology of the NSP 
by providing lots of additional oxygen.
 
Next to the deepwater planted area is the regeneration zone with its abundant emergent and marginal 
vegetation. This is also where most of the biological purification of the water is done. The regeneration 
zone consists of carefully selected gravel and is planted with diverse water plants. The roots of these 
plants absorb nutrients from the water and outcompete algae.
 
Of course, some mechanical equipment is also required to run this NSP. These technical 
components are hidden in a separate chamber so that they don't disturb the natural harmony 
of the facility. The water circulates in a closed-loop pattern in all BioNova® NSPs. No water leaves
this circuit except through evaporation or splash-out. There is no need for a constant 
supply of fresh water as is typical for chlorinated pools. Consequently there is no 
wastewater either. This is not only good for the environment but also for you because
it reduces maintenance costs.
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BioNova® Family
 

This month we want to introduce you 
to one of our German BioNova® 
Partners in detail. The company Högl & 
Mandlmeyer is located in Bavaria in the 
south of Germany. The two managers, 
Markus Högl & Georg Mandlmeyer, just 
moved with their staff to a new facility in 
Münchsdorf. The team consists of 
well-educated landscape architects, landscape 
engineers, gardeners, and landscapers.

 
The company is a member of the society 
"Gärtner von Eden" (Translation: Gardeners of 

Eden). For those who are not familiar with this 
society, here's a little summary of what they do…
The "Gärtner von Eden" is an association of gardeners, landscapers, and landscape architects from 
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. They share a love of nature and a passion for gardening. All members 
of the society observe uniform standards, and their membership represents a commitment to high quality 
work and design.
 
The company Högl & Mandlmeyer brings the elements of earth, water, stone, and light into perfect 
harmony in every garden. They also attach great importance to their customers' individual wishes and 
design goals. The company plans and designs new gardens or helps their customers by redesigning 
existing ones.
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Upcoming events
 
 

Information Session on Natural Swimming Pools/Ponds - August 1, 2013 
Binningen, Switzerland

In August, BioNova® Partner Heinz Gutjahr will once again hold an information session on NSPs at the office of VIVA 
Horticulture AG in Binningen, Switzerland. All swimming pool/pond owners and other interested parties are invited to 
participate. For more information, please contact: mail@viva-gartenbau.ch
 
Second Annual Training Program for BioNova® Partners in North America - August 7-11, 2013  
Morristown, New Jersey, USA
This event will be held from August 7-11 in historic Morristown, New Jersey. In addition to classroom training, the Partners 
will take field trips to pools in Princeton, NJ and Killingworth, CT. If you are a Landscape, Pool, or Design professional and 
you are interested in attending, please contact Alan Weene (alan@bionovanaturalpools.com) to learn how you can join 
our Team and participate in this world-class training event. To all current BioNova® Partners in North America: please 
save these dates on your calendar and we look forward to seeing you all then!

 
 

"Erdapfelfest" - September, 2013 
Mettingen, Germany 

BioNova® Partner Peter Stockreiter from Germany will take part at the "Erdapfelfest"in Mettingen, Germany. There's still no 
exact date for this event but you can contact info@stockreiter.de for further informations.

 
Niederbayern-Schau - Sept 29-Oct 6, 2013 
Landshut, Germany 
The BioNova® Partner Company Högl & Mandlmeyer will take part at the 24th Niederbayern-Schau at Landshut. 
Please visit www.kinold.de for further information.
 
 
 

World Aquatic Health Conference - October 16-17, 2013 
Indianapolis, Indiana, USA

BioNova® Natural Pools CEO James Robyn and CSO Dr. Lisa Brooks will be speaking at the 
World Aquatic Health Conference in Indianapolis on October 16-17. They will conduct a four-hour 
seminar on Natural Swimming Pools under the auspices of the Genesis 3 Design Group to the scientific 
community and a quick one-hour seminar to other Conference attendees the following day.
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Algae
 

In properly maintained chlorinated swimming 
pools, algae do not have a chance to grow 
because of the chemicals. What most people don't 
know is that algae exist in all natural bodies of water.
Algae are unicellular living organisms which 
photosynthesize. They need nutrient-rich water, light, 
and warmth to grow. They feed on phosphorous, chalk, 
potash, nitrogen, and magnesium.
When the ecological system is totally in balance there will 
still be algae in the water, you just don't recognize them 
because they're too tiny and invisible to the naked eye. 

They don't reflect light, so although there are algae present 
in the water, the water still appears clear and clean.
When there are too many nutrients in the water, these tiny algae begin to proliferate and the water 
becomes green and cloudy. An algae bloom is a typical indicator for an oversupply of nutrients. Bathers 
carry nutrients into the water with them. In addition, the warmth and light of the sun create ideal 
conditions for algae to grow. You may be thinking that there is no way to have NO problems with algae in 
an NSP during the summer time. Don't worry, that's not true.
 
BioNova® Experts take all of these conditions into account when they plan NSPs. First of all, they take 
care that the regeneration zone is properly sized compared to the swimming area. This is very 
important because the roots of the water plants absorb nutrients from the water. If the regeneration 
zone is too big, there are not enough nutrients and growth of the water plants will be stunted. If this 
area is too small, you may have a problem with algae because there are not enough plants 
outcompeting for available nutrients.
A properly proportioned regeneration zone is not the only consideration for good water quality. For 
efficient biological clarification of the water, you need a heavily vegetated regeneration zone. 
BioNova® Experts choose native and adapted water plants that are suited to the site and climate 
zone.
Another requirement for good water quality in the NSP is that there is enough 
zooplankton. These animal microorganisms (daphnia for example) live in natural 
bodies of water and keep the water clean by feeding on algae and nutrients.
 
When planning NSPs, the BioNova® Experts consider the fact that algae need warmth 
and sunlight to grow. They often select tall, shade-giving marginal plants for the 
shallow parts of the regeneration zone. With their broad leaves and dense cover, 
water lilies act like natural parasols to shade the deep water zone. 
This helps to keep the water temperature at a minimum and algae at bay.
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By observing a few simple rules, you can help to keep the water clean:
 

• You should always take a shower before swimming. Please remove make-up, body 
lotion, perfume, deodorant, hair gel, etc. before you get into the water and use a water
proof sun lotion.

 
• Dogs are not allowed in the NSP because they introduce a very large amount of nutrients. If 

you intend to have dogs swim in your NSP, please inform your BioNova® Partner so they can 
plan for this in the design and sizing of the regeneration zone.

 
• Please take care that no food or drinks get into the water. Just one glass of cola has the same 

effect as a whole bag of fertilizer, and if it gets in the NSP an algae bloom would almost certainly 
occur! By the way, the same is true of urine, so make everyone uses the rest room before going
swimming,  especially little children. 

 
The water in the NSP might get a little cloudy while bathing. Don't worry, you probably just stirred up 
the sediment from the bottom of the pool. Any suspended particles which are not removed by the 
skimmers or overflow gutters swill eventually settle to the bottom. After 24 hours the water should be 
clear again.
 
There are some more ways in which nutrients can be introduced to the NSP and make the water cloudy.
Heavy rainfall or surface runoff can cause an algae bloom. Also, filling the NSP with water that contains 
too many phosphates can affect the water quality negatively. A water quality analysis by a BioNova® 
Expert is always needed prior to finalizing the design for the NSP.
 
Leaves and other plant debris can also create a surplus of nutrients in the NSP. If you can't cover your 
NSP, we advise you to remove the leaves with a net before they sink to the bottom. You should also 
clean out the skimmer baskets and overflow gutters as part of your routine maintenance.
 
If the nutrient balance in your NSP is slightly off, you may not recognize it for days, weeks, or even
months. The same is true in naturally occurring bodies of water. If too many nutrients get into 
the water the consequences may not be immediately noticeable. This applies to the 
things you do to counteract these problems also. Their effects may not be visible 
or measurable the very next day. You have to be patient, but it will be worth it!
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Safety in the NSP
 

A Natural Swimming Pool should be fun for 
everyone, but when planning an NSP you should 
also account for safety. This applies to all swimming 
pool facilities but especially for those used by little 
children. 

 
It is important to have a safe and secure way to get into 
the NSP. For families with little children, a lightly sloping 
beach entry may be the perfect solution. Even babies can 
gain confidence and comfort in a playful and safe way there. 
If there's not enough room on the property, natural stone 

stairways (for example granite) are a secure and comfortable 
entrance for old and young people. The steps of the stairway should be wide and there should also be 
a handrail. 
 
If you use granite stones you will also benefit from the natural advantages of this material. Granite 
stone is more slip-proof than other natural stones because of its structure and texture. It's also possible 
to carve grooves into the surface to maximize the slip resistance.
In addition, granite is easy to clean. No matter what kind of entrance you choose for your NSP, they all
have to be easy to clean in order to avoid slippery deposits.
 
When you begin thinking about where to place the NSP on your property, you should also think about 
safety and accessibility. If there are young children in your home or neighborhood, it is best to fence in 
the NSP to prevent unwanted access to the pool. Please also remember that if the NSP is within plain 
sight of your children, the desire to use it and play around it may be ever-present. Out of sight, out 
of mind - this is especially true for infants. Never leave your children unattended near the water, 
not even for a second! Your local BioNova® Partner will be happy to assist you in making these 
important decisions.
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You should always be prepared for an emergency around any body of water, so having 
a throwable flotation device as well as a long reach pole on site is recommended. 
The best protection against bathing accidents is to teach your children to swim at a very 
early age, however even good swimmers, young or old, should never swim in the NSP when 
they are alone.
 

As a pool owner you also have a legal duty to 
maintain safety, which is a very complex issue. 
We can only give you some basic information at 
this point, because there are different laws in the 
different countries, states, and cities around the 
world. To put it simply, your legal responsibility is to 
implement a means of protection for any source of 
danger that is created on your property. All persons 
that come into contact with the source of danger 
(the NSP in this case) have to be adequately protected 
from harm or injury. Every country has its own laws to 
define what's "adequate."

 
Your local BioNova® Partner will be familiar with the 

codes and ordinances that must be followed when building a swimming pool. During the construction 
process, care must be taken to ensure that no third parties can get into danger. Materials and 
equipment must be stored safely, and vehicles and access roads have to be kept clean.  Security at 
the construction site is part of our business!
 
Even after the NSP construction process is complete, there are several important safety regulations 
that you should know about. Many municipalities require a fence or comparable alternative
measures to limit accessibility to a new swimming pool. The rules vary from country to country 
and from city to city. In Germany, for example, the entire property where the NSP is built has to be 
fenced or protected in another way to prevent access by unauthorized persons. The fact that the 
pool is located on private property where no trespassing is allowed is not enough to avoid a 
lawsuit in the event of an accident or injury. The German association "FLL" that publishes 
recommendations for planning, building and maintenance of NSPs advises fencing 
with a height of 1 meter (3 ft 3 in) and an auto-locking door. They also advise 
owners of NSPs to obtain third-party liability insurance.
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Frequently Asked Questions
 

No matter where our customers are located 
around the world, there are some frequently 
asked questions that come up all the time! 
We have collected them here so you can read 
the answers from our BioNova® Experts.

 
How is the water quality?   
We have been building BioNova® NSPs across 
Europe for over 20 years, and in recent years our 
biological filtration technology has spread to projects 
in North America, Australia, Africa and Asia. Among 
these projects are many public NSPs, some of which 
have more than 7,000 bathers per day in the summer! 

All of our NSPs comply with the strict German health and 
safety regulations and are tested on a regular basis. The practical experience, technical knowledge, and 
empirical evidence that we have collected over the years have helped us to optimize the BioNova® 
system and continue to provide water that is safe and healthy to swim in. This wealth of intellectual 
resources is shared by all of our BioNova® Partners around the world.
 
How durable is the liner? 
The special liner we use is very durable and experts ensure a careful execution. There are many options 
available for creating a water-tight pool vessel. Ask you BioNova® Partner for help in selecting an 
appropriate material for your location.
 
Can we have fish in the NSP?   
No, although fish would love to live there. Fish consume beneficial microbes and put an undesirable
biological load on the system. For those reasons fish are not permitted in a BioNova® NSP.
 
What about mosquitoes?
The water in an NSP is always moving, and mosquitoes prefer to breed only in stagnant 
water. Also, NSPs attract dragonflies which are natural predators of mosquitoes in 
all stages of maturity.
 
What about the water temperature?   
The sun heats up the water in the shallow water zones very quickly. It is also 
possible to heat the NSP with a conventional heater or a solar thermal collector. 
Ask your local BioNova® Partner for more details!
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What kind of maintenance is required?
Some maintenance is the same as for a traditional, chemical pool. We need to 
periodically empty and clean skimmer baskets, empty and clean pump baskets, vacuum the 
pool and clean the filter. Water garden maintenance is also necessary. Removing debris and 
unwanted plants, trimming and fertilizing existing plants, and cutting them back at the end 
of the season are all part of the upkeep for an NSP.
 
Can I build a Natural Swimming Pool on my own?
A Natural Swimming Pool is a balanced wetlands ecosystem based on the principles of limnology, 
hydraulics, hydroponics, and modern pool construction methods. Although you might be interested 
in building your own natural pond, for the end product to have the ecological stability to be a long 
term success, all of these principles must be carefully incorporated. It is therefore far more complex 
to design and build an NSP than it is to build a traditional, chemically-treated swimming pool. 
BioNova® recommends working with experienced professionals to build an NSP that provides optimal 
water clarity, quality, and bather enjoyment.
 
 
 
 

Review of the BioNova® Mid-Summer Meeting
 
In June, the BioNova® Partners gathered once again for the annual Mid-Summer Meeting, this 
time in Bocholt, Germany. Konrad and Andrea Bitters (German BioNova® Partners) were gracious 
hosts! We visited small plunge pools, several average sized Type III NSPs, and a large conversion 
project. The meeting concluded on Thursday, June 20, with visits to another NSP in Germany and 
a drive up to the Netherlands to view a pool built by BioNova® Partner Peter Grubben of 
Jonkers honveniers in Holland. Countries represented at the Mid-Summer meeting were Serbia, 
Belarus, Germany, Ukraine, Italy, USA, Holland, and France.
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BioNova® History
 

The BioNova® NSP we want to feature this 
month was built in 1998 at a private 
residence in Erfurt-Tiefenthal, Germany. At the 
time the house was being built, the garden was 
also being designed by one of our BioNova® 
Partners, so the property owner decided to 
include an NSP!

 
The NSP is 8 m x 12 m (26 ft x 40 ft) and the 
swimming area is unplanted. The regeneration zone 
is separated from the swimming area by a natural 
stone wall. The water is purified biologically in the 

regeneration zone. The aquatic plants that grow there 
also embellish the garden with their green leaves and 

colorful blooms. This small, 100% chemical-free bathing paradise is complemented by a wooden deck 
with a stainless steel ladder which ensures a safe and comfortable entrance. Overall, the NSP is better 
integrated with the garden landscape than a chemical pool ever would be.
 


